Upper Provinces, causing a greater mortality amongst the free population and the prisoners than even cholera itself. We were inducod on a former occasion to call attention to this peculiar form of disease by the appearance of a crotchetty and, as we then thought, mischievous article on tho subject in the columns of the Indian Medical Gazette. The author, on a very slight acquaintance with the subject, chose to fall f:iul of the Sanitary Commissioner, because he declined to theorizo on the specific nature and origin of the disease, adding, ex-cathedra, that the disease ?as nothing but " famine fever." Major Malleson has now fully and conclusively shown that tho disease was not in any case caused by destitution or bad sanitation within the jails, but that it was in every case introduced from without; and he sums up with tho sensible observation that, in speaking of the disease as " contagious lover,"
" it was not intended to supply a specific name for it; but in the present state of our knowledge, and in the differences of opinion which prevailed among Medical Officers as to its precise nature, it appeared of the greatest consequence that in any discussions on tho subject no undue importance should be given to a mero name; that the chief danger of the disease should be kept prominently in view ; and that no name should be adopted which involved any theory with regard to its origin which was unsupported by facts." Wise and valid conclusions which might have preserved the Sanitary Commissioner from being bespattered by quasi-scientific nonsense, at all events in a professional paper; but "fools rush in where wise men fear to tread." I take it for granted that the above courteous allusion is to the article written by me in the J lay number of the Gazette, as I remember of none other on this subject having appeared in these nation of the precise nature of the fever would explain the cause of its appearance among the prisoners, the question would be of the greatest importance in a sanitary point of view. But there is an clement in this disease which prevents such nn easy solution of the difficulty. We know that this fever is contagious ; that it is spread by contagion, and the history of these Jail epidemics has shown that the police, warders, and others who came in contact with the nick prisoners were not exempted from its influence; that emigrants and the free population generally have suffered from it severely," &c., &c. Here, we see, great emphasis is laid upon contagion, whilst a determination of the precise nature of the fever would appear to be a matter of altogetner less moment.
" No undue importance," says the Commission a little further on, " should be given to a mere name. The chief danger of the disease should bo kept prominently in view, and no name should be adopted which involves any theory with regard to its origin which is unsupported by facts." Does the Commission forget that in the first Bengal Sanitary Report this 6ame disease is unhesitatingly set down as typhus fever, and that, in connection with this subject, the following words were written by the Sanitary Commission of Bengal ??" It is only during the last few years that typhus fever of a mo3t virulent and contagious character has attacked the Jails in Northern India, and this formidable disease has shown very strongly the dangers that follow upon overcrowding." Here, surely,we have an unqualified determination of the " precise nature of the fever,"
and " special importance given to a particular name." Wo naturally ask?lias the disease, within the short period of two years, altogether changed in its " precise naturefor it is to beobscrvcd that the Commission no longer designate it typhus, but speak of it as a disease, the mo3t appropriate name for which has hereafter to be determined ! Meanwhile, afraid of involving them- It is to be lamented that tho solution of this problem has not been arrived at without much suffering and mortality, and a lesson has been read to us of tho vast importance of correct observation and record of the varying phenomena of successive yean, the latest of which has alone furnished data for decisive action and practical reform."
(To be continued.)
